Customer Testimonials
“Thank goodness for Taylor Rental!!! They provided everything we needed for our outdoor
wedding reception in addition to kind and prompt service. One can't help but worry that things
will not go as planned during a time like this, but that stress was eased by Taylor Rental.
Everything was organized well, on time and available to us for a decent price. Thanks again
Taylor Rental!”
-Coop, Wedding 9/3/2011

“Taylor Rental were great! We rented a tent, lighting, tables, chairs and tableclothes from them.
Nick patiently worked with me to make sure I had exactly what we needed, taking into account
the type of wedding we were having and making recommendations on what he thought would
work best, even if it was not the most expensive option! They were open to us revising the
order as well nearer the time of the wedding. The day before the wedding, they turned up
exactly when they said they would and set everything up. Our wedding was the day before
Hurricane Irene and so they were concerned that their equipment would be damaged.
Therefore, they worked on the Sunday arriving early to dismantle everything and take it away,
with no inconvenience to myself or my family. The whole experience with them was stress free
(which was beyond valuable with the amount of other things there were to stress about!) and
professional - they definitely deserve a recommendation!”
-Lara H., Wedding 8/27/11

“Rental experience was very positive. We rented chairs and tables for our wedding. Nick even
called the chair manufacturer to answer additional questions I had. I was very happy with this
rental experience.”
–Kristy, 7/3/11

“I had a great experience renting from Taylor Rental. I had just bought a new home early 2011
and decided for a Do-It-Yourself approach on remodeling the interior, and landscaping the
exterior. The Taylor Rental staff was very knowledgeable and helped me with any questions I
had. I re-finished the hardwood floors, cleaned the carpets, tilled my own garden, and even
took down a tree in the front yard. I highly recommend Taylor Rental for all your Do-It-Yourself
needs, and now were renting wedding items for our daughter’s wedding this summer (2012)!”
-Todd H., DIY Summer 2011, Wedding 2012

